
The FN Medium Vehicle Pintle (FN MVP™) equipped
with the exclusive .50 caliber FN M3M™ (GAU-21)
is the right answer!

FN Herstal takes advantage of the FN M3M™ (GAU-21) airborne
proven machine gun technology and offers the most powerful
weapon system for land and sea applications combining lightweight
and compactness.

Do you want to increase
your fire power?

.50 Cal FN MVP™ Medium Vehicle Pintle  
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Technical Data

 

.50 Cal FN MVP™ Medium Vehicle Pintle  

FN M3M™ (GAU-21) 
Ammunition 
  Caliber:   .50 cal/12.7x99mm NATO
  Type:    NATO Standard Ball, Tracer, API, APEI 

Dimensions 
  Overall weapon length: 1,520mm (59.84’’)
  Barrel length:   914mm (36’’)

Firing 
  Type:   Full automatic
  Rate of fire:  1,025 ± 75 RPM
  Mode of firing:  Open bolt (no cook-off risk)
  Max angle of firing: -80o; +80o

Recoil Forces:  ± 150 kg
  
Mass 
  Weapon weight:  35.8 kg (79.9 lb)
  Barrel weight:  5 kg (11 lb)
  

 
Pintle Head + FN M3M™

Mass
  Fully loaded complete system
  (300 ammo box):         ±125 kg (275.6 lb)

Elevation Angles:        -20o; +60o
 
Sights 
  Optical (option):          Reflexsight, Laser,
           Aimpoint

Key Features and Benefits: 

- Twice as much firing rate (1,100 RPM) than an M2 machine gun
- Outstanding balance during burst and unequalled firing accuracy thanks to the soft mount system
- 300 rounds interchangeable ammo box
- Increased firing power effect thanks to the new .50 cal ammunition range, including Multi-Purpose APEI
  (Armored Piercing Explosive Incendiary)
- Easy installation thanks to the standard interface
- The telescopic shoulder brace gives a large flexibility for the short and long range target acquisition
- Fully mechanical system
- More than 2,800 carriers worldwide are equipped with FN M3P™/FN M3M™ (GAU-21) weapon systems
- Wide range of accessories available (Reflexsight, Aimpoint, Laser, Search light, etc.).

FN M3M™ (GAU-21)
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